
A B C D E

1 this little girl and her dark secret 1
the edge of known space at 
coordinates x, y, z.

1 the governing galactic body 1 those critical engine parts 1
the space-transport 
company 

2
a bomb powerful enough to take 
out half a planet 

2 the heart of the galaxy 2
president of the Human 
planets/territory 

2 a catalyser 2 our real boss 

3
the sacred royal treasure of a 
prominent alien race 

3
the universe's largest and 
most famous opera 

3
deep seedy criminal 
underbelly of the galaxy 

3
some more energy 
crystals 

3 the president's advisors 

4
the cryogenically frozen body of 
the president's child 

4 the secret temple on planet X 4 a space dragon 4 a new mechanic 4 the local system 

5
the only signed copy of the peace 
treaty 

5
the last known pocket of the 
progenitor-species 

5 the boss 5 supplies 5 that far moon 

6
the dark crystal that dwells at the 
heart of the galaxy 

6
someone that can take care of 
A for us 

6
a force that dwells in the dark 
matter 

6
the schematics for this 
piece of junk 

6 that space station 

7
a poisoned food shipment to a 
refugee world 

7
that one uninhabited world we 
holed up at that one time 

7
an unintelligible but highly 
powerful aliens 

7
something to stop A from 
giving off so much weird 
radiation 

7
that ancient ruin and its 
mysterious inhabitants 

8
the last surviving historical 
artefact of the ancient civilization 
that originally seeded this galaxy 

8
the dark place between the 
stars 

8 space pirates 8 something to distract C 8
that dangerous border 
world 

9 a relic of crucial importance 9 the dark dimension 9
those damned militaristic 
aliens 

9 a new engine 9
deep in the heart of 
enemy territory 

10
an ancient weapon of terrible 
power 

10 our old boss 10
the nightmarish creatures 
from outside our galaxy 

10 some more fuel 10 the supercomputer 

11
an experimental prototype 
starfighter 

11 the alien's despot king 11 our rivals 11 some advice 11
an untrustworthy 
acquaintance of ours 

12
the only working faster than light 
drive 

12
the agents of the imperial 
army 

12 that remorseless general 12
an extension on our 
contract 

12 my ex-wife 

13
the spirits of a genocidally 
destroyed planet 

13 Kings of the Night 13
the guy we stole it/him/they 
from 

13 permission 13
the tribe that lives on the 
forest moon 

14
perfectly scribed genetic structure 
of a deity 

14
that guy we know, who's 
always wanted A 

14 the council 14 an advance 14
those beings that live 
deep on the seas of that 
oceanic planet 

15 a virulent pox 15 Sun-Dweller's abode 15
our evil counterparts from 
that other dimension 

15 a loan 15 our company 

16
the last of an endangered species 
of animal 

16
deep space outpost where 
they conduct those 
experiments 

16 a former lover 16 something to fix this leak 16
that famed ghost ship 
and her insane captain 

17
a 1,000 kilos of a powerful 
narcotic 

17 the doc's place 17
the semi-sentient mineral 
lifeforms 

17
approval to head into 
enemy territory 

17
the last place I wanted to 
go 

18 a hibernating serial killer 18 my father's 18 its/her/they rightful keeper 18 the passcode 18 the space pirate's guild 

19
the blood soaked body of the 
universe's greatest diplomat 

19 our hideout 19 the beings of pure light 19 better weapons 19 the bounty hunters 

20
something totally valueless, 
instead of our intended cargo 

20 home 20 that bastard we left for dead 20 some fancier shields 20
the company that built 
this ship 

We have been entrusted with A, that we need to deliver to B. But C also want it, and we can't deliver it until we get D. We have to go to E to get help.
Space opera plot generator

 


